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Abstract

Dot-product attention has wide applications in computer

vision and natural language processing. However, its mem-

ory and computational costs grow quadratically with the

input size. Such growth prohibits its application on high-

resolution inputs. To remedy this drawback, this paper

proposes a novel efficient attention mechanism equivalent

to dot-product attention but with substantially less mem-

ory and computational costs. Its resource efficiency allows

more widespread and flexible integration of attention mod-

ules into a network, which leads to better accuracies. Em-

pirical evaluations demonstrated the effectiveness of its ad-

vantages. Efficient attention modules brought significant

performance boosts to object detectors and instance seg-

menters on MS-COCO 2017. Further, the resource effi-

ciency democratizes attention to complex models, where

high costs prohibit the use of dot-product attention. As an

exemplar, a model with efficient attention achieved state-of-

the-art accuracies for stereo depth estimation on the Scene

Flow dataset. Code is available at https://github.

com/cmsflash/efficient-attention.

1. Introduction

Dot-product attention [1, 22, 23] is a prevalent mecha-

nism in neural networks for long-range dependency model-

*Work during internship at SenseTime.
†Equal contribution.

ing, a key challenge to deep learning that convolution and

recurrence struggle to solve. The mechanism computes the

response at every position as a weighted sum of features at

all positions in the previous layer. In contrast to the limited

receptive fields of convolution or the recurrent layer, dot-

product attention expands the receptive field to the entire

input in one pass. Using dot-product attention to efficiently

model long-range dependencies allows convolution and re-

currence to focus on local dependency modeling, in which

they specialize. The non-local module [23], an adapta-

tion of dot-product attention for computer vision, achieved

state-of-the-art performance on video classification [23] and

generative adversarial image modeling [28, 2] and demon-

strated significant improvements on object detection [23],

instance segmentation [23], person re-identification [14],

image de-raining [13], etc.

However, global dependency modeling on large inputs

(e.g. long sequences, high-resolution images, large videos)

remains an open problem. The quadratic1 memory and

computational complexities with respect to the input size

of dot-product attention inhibits its application on large in-

puts. For instance, a non-local module uses over 1 GB of

GPU memory and over 25 GMACC2 of computation for a

64-channel 128× 128 feature map or over 68 GB and over

1.6 TMACC for a 64-channel 64× 64× 32 3D feature vol-

1The complexities are quadratic with respect to the spatiotemporal size

of the input, which is quartically w.r.t. the side length of a 2D feature map,

or sextically w.r.t. the dimension of a 3D feature volume.
2MACC stands for multiply-accumulation. 1 MACC means 1 multipli-

cation and 1 addition operation.
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ume (e.g. for depth estimation or video tasks). The high

memory and computational costs constrain the application

of dot-product attention to the low-resolution parts of mod-

els [23, 28, 2] and prohibits its use for resolution-sensitive

or resource-hungry tasks.

The need for global dependency modeling on large in-

puts motivates the exploration for a resource-efficient atten-

tion mechanism. An investigation into the non-local mod-

ule revealed an intriguing discovery. As Figure 1 shows,

putting aside the normalization, dot-product attention in-

volves two consecutive matrix multiplications. The first one

(S = QKT) computes pairwise similarities between pixels

and forms per-pixel attention maps. The second (D = SV )

aggregates the values V by the per-pixel attention maps to

produce the output. Since matrix multiplication is associa-

tive, switching the order from (QKT)V to Q(KTV ) has

no impact on the effect but changes the complexities from

O(n2) to O(dkdv), for n the input size and dk, dv the di-

mensionalities of the keys and the values, respectively. This

change removes the O(n2) terms in the complexities of the

module, making it linear in complexities. Further, dkdv
is significantly less than n2 in practical cases, hence this

new term will not become a new bottleneck. Therefore,

switching the order of multiplication to Q(KTV ) results

in a substantially more efficient mechanism, which this pa-

per names efficient attention.

The new mechanism is mathematically equivalent to

dot-product attention with scaling normalization and ap-

proximately equivalent with softmax normalization. Ex-

periments empirically verified that when the equivalence

is approximate, it does not impact accuracies. In addi-

tion, experiments showed that its efficiency allows the in-

tegration of more attention modules into a network and

integration into high-resolution parts of a network, which

lead to significantly higher accuracies. Further, experiments

demonstrated that efficient attention democratizes attention

to tasks where dot-product attention is inapplicable due to

resource constraints.

Another discovery is that efficient attention brings a new

interpretation to the attention mechanism. Assuming the

keys are of dimensionality dk and the input size is n, one

can interpret the dk × n key matrix as dk template atten-

tion maps, each corresponding to a semantic aspect of the

input. Then, the query at each pixel is dk coefficients for

each of the dk template attention maps, respectively. Under

this interpretation, efficient and dot-product attention dif-

fers in that dot-product attention first synthesizes the pixel-

wise attention maps from the coefficients and lets each pixel

aggregate the values with its own attention map, while ef-

ficient attention first aggregates the values by the template

attention maps to form template outputs (i.e. global context

vectors) and lets each pixel aggregate the template outputs.

The principal contribution of this paper is the efficient

attention mechanism, which:

1. has linear memory and computational complexities

with respect to the size of the input;

2. possesses the same representational power as the

prevalent dot-product attention mechanism;

3. allows the integration of more attention modules into a

neural network and into higher-resolution parts of the

network, which brings substantial performance boosts

to tasks such as object detection and instance segmen-

tation (on MS-COCO 2017); and

4. facilitates the application of attention on resource-

hungry tasks, such as stereo depth estimation (on the

Scene Flow dataset).

2. Related works

2.1. Dotproduct attention

[1] proposed the initial formulation of the dot-product at-

tention mechanism to improve word alignment in machine

translation. Successively, [22] proposed to completely re-

place recurrence with attention and named the resultant ar-

chitecture the Transformer. The Transformer architecture is

highly successful on sequence tasks. They hold the state-of-

the-art records on virtually all tasks in natural language pro-

cessing [7, 20, 26] and is highly competitive on end-to-end

speech recognition [8, 18]. [23] first adapted dot-product

attention for computer vision and proposed the non-local

module. They achieved state-of-the-art performance on

video classification and demonstrated significant improve-

ments on object detection, instance segmentation, and pose

estimation. Subsequent works applied it to various fields

in computer vision, including image restoration [16], video

person re-identification [14], generative adversarial image

modeling [28, 2], image de-raining [13], and few-shot learn-

ing [9, 11], etc.

Efficient attention mainly builds upon the version of dot-

product attention in the non-local module. Following [23],

the team conducted most experiments on object detection

and instance segmentation. The paper compares the re-

source efficiency of the efficient attention module against

the non-local module under the same performance and their

performance under the same resource constraints.

2.2. Scaling attention

Besides dot-product attention, there are a separate set of

techniques the literature refers to as attention. This section

refers to them as scaling attention. While dot-product at-

tention is effective for global dependency modeling, scal-

ing attention focuses on emphasizing important features and



Figure 1. Illustration of the architecture of dot-product and efficient attention. Each box represents an input, output, or intermediate

matrix. Above it is the name of the corresponding matrix, and inside are the variable name and the size of the matrix. ρ, ρq, ρk are

the normalizers on S,Q,K, respectively. n, d, dk, dv are the input size and the dimensionalities of the input, the keys, and the values,

respectively.
⊗

denotes matrix multiplication. When ρ, ρq, ρk implement scaling normalization, the efficient attention mechanism is

mathematically equivalent to dot-product attention. When they implement softmax normalization, the two mechanisms are approximately

equivalent.

suppressing uninformative ones. For example, the squeeze-

and-excitation (SE) module [10] uses global average pool-

ing and a linear layer to compute a scaling factor for each

channel and then scales the channels accordingly. SE-

enhanced models achieved state-of-the-art performance on

image classification and substantial improvements on scene

segmentation and object detection. On top of SE, CBAM

[24] added global max pooling beside global average pool-

ing and an extra spatial attention submodule. GCNet [3]

proposes to replace the global average pooling by an adap-

tive pooling layer, which uses a linear layer to compute the

weight for each position. These follow-up methods further

improves upon the performance of SE [10].

Despite both names containing attention, dot-product at-

tention and scaling attention are two separate sets of tech-

niques with highly divergent goals. When appropriate, one

might take both techniques and let them work in conjunc-

tion. Therefore, it is unnecessary to make comparison of

efficient attention with scaling attention techniques.

2.3. Efficient nonlocal operations

Recent literature proposed several methods for efficient

non-local operations. LatentGNN [29] proposes to approx-

imate the single n × n affinity matrix in the non-local [23]

module by the product of three lower-rank matrices. In

comparison, efficient attention is not an approximation of

the non-local module, but is mathematically equivalent (us-

ing scaling normalization). In addition, there is a one-to-

one mapping between the structural components of the non-

local module and the efficient attention module. Therefore,

in any field where the non-local module succeeded, one can

guarantee the applicability of efficient attention as a drop-in

replacement with substantially improved performance-cost

trade-off.

CGNL [27] proposes to flatten the height, width, and

channel dimensions to a hwc-dimensional vector, applies

a kernel function to expand the dimensionality to hwc ×
(p + 1), for p the degree of Taylor expansion, and models

global dependencies in that space. However, after flattening

the input into a vector, the feature at each position becomes

a scalar, which encodes limited information for interaction

modeling. In contrast, efficient attention preserves a vector

representation at each pixel and is capable to model richer

interactions.

Section 4.1.2 presents empirical comparison between ef-

ficient attention and these competing methods in detail,

which shows that efficient attention outperforms each of

them.

3. Method

3.1. A revisit of dotproduct attention

Dot-product attention is a mechanism for long-range in-

teraction modeling in neural networks. For each input fea-

ture vector xi ∈ R
d that corresponds to the i-th position,

dot-product attention first uses three linear layers to convert

xi into three feature vectors, i.e., the query qi ∈ R
dk , the

key ki ∈ R
dk , and the value vi ∈ R

dv . The queries and



keys must have the same feature dimension dk. One can

measure the similarity between the i-th query and the j-th

key as ρ(qT

i kj), where ρ is a normalization function. In

general, the similarities are asymmetric, since the queries

and keys are the outputs of two separate layers. The dot-

product attention module calculates the similarities between

all pairs of positions. Using the similarities as weights, posi-

tion i aggregates the values from all positions via weighted

summation to obtain its output feature.

If one represents all n positions’ queries, keys, and val-

ues in matrix forms as Q ∈ R
n×dk , K ∈ R

n×dk ,V ∈
R

n×dv , respectively, the output of dot-product attention is

D(Q,K,V ) = ρ
(

QKT
)

V . (1)

The normalization function has two common choices:

Scaling: ρ(Y ) =
Y

n
,

Softmax: ρ(Y ) = σrow(Y ),
(2)

where σrow denotes applying the softmax function along

each row of matrix Y . An illustration of the dot-product

attention module is in Figure 1 (left).

The critical drawback of this mechanism is its resource

demands. Since it computes a similarity between each

pair of positions, there are n2 such similarities, which re-

sults in O(n2) memory complexity and O(dkn
2) compu-

tational complexity. Therefore, dot-product attention’s re-

source demands get prohibitively high on large inputs. In

practice, application of the mechanism is only possible on

low-resolution features.

3.2. Efficient attention

Observing the critical drawback of dot-product atten-

tion, this paper proposes the efficient attention mechanism,

which is mathematically equivalent to dot-product attention

but substantially faster and more memory efficient. In effi-

cient attention, the individual feature vectors X ∈ R
n×d

still pass through three linear layers to form the queries

Q ∈ R
n×dk , keys K ∈ R

n×dk , and values V ∈ R
n×dv .

However, instead of interpreting the keys as n feature vec-

tors in R
dk , the module regards them as dk single-channel

feature maps. Efficient attention uses each of these fea-

ture maps as a weighting over all positions and aggregates

the value features through weighted summation to form a

global context vector. The name reflects the fact that the

vector does not correspond to a specific position, but is a

global description of the input features.

The following equation characterizes the efficient atten-

tion mechanism:

E(Q,K,V ) = ρq(Q)
(

ρk(K)TV
)

, (3)

where ρq and ρk are normalization functions for the query

and key features, respectively. The implementation of the

same two normalization methods as for dot-production at-

tention are

Scaling: ρq(Y ) = ρk(Y ) =
Y√
n
,

Softmax: ρq(Y ) = σrow(Y ),

ρk(Y ) = σcol(Y ),

(4)

where σrow, σcol denote applying the softmax function along

each row or column of matrix Y , respectively.

The efficient attention module is a concrete implemen-

tation of the mechanism for computer vision data. For an

input feature map X ∈ R
h×w×d, the module flattens it to a

matrix X ∈ R
hw×d, applies the efficient attention mecha-

nism on it, and reshapes the result to h×w×dv . If dv 6= d,

it further applies a 1x1 convolution to restore the dimen-

sionality to d. Finally, it adds the resultant features to the

input features to form a residual structure.

3.3. Equivalence between dotproduct and efficient
attention

Following is a formal proof of the equivalence between

dot-product and efficient attention when using scaling nor-

malization. Substituting the scaling normalization formula

in Equation (2) into Equation (1) gives

D(Q,K,V ) =
QKT

n
V . (5)

Similarly, plugging the scaling normalization formulae in

Equation (4) into Equation (3) results in

E(Q,K,V ) =
Q√
n

(

KT

√
n
V

)

. (6)

Since scalar multiplication is commutative with matrix

multiplication and matrix multiplication is associative, we

have

E(Q,K,V ) =
Q√
n

(

KT

√
n
V

)

=
1

n
Q

(

KTV
)

=
1

n

(

QKT
)

V

=
QKT

n
V .

(7)

Comparing Equations (5) and (7), we get

E(Q,K,V ) = D(Q,K,V ). (8)

Thus, the proof is complete.

The above proof works for the softmax normalization

variant with one caveat. The two softmax operations on



Q,K are not exactly equivalent to the single softmax on

QKT. However, they closely approximate the effect of

the original softmax function. The critical property of

σrow

(

QKT
)

is that each row of it sums up to 1 and repre-

sents a normalized attention distribution over all positions.

The matrix σrow(Q)σcol(K)T shares this property. There-

fore, the softmax variant of efficient attention is a close ap-

proximation of that variant of dot-product attention. Section

4.1 demonstrates this claim empirically.

3.4. Interpretation of efficient attention

Efficient attention brings a new interpretation of the at-

tention mechanism. In dot-product attention, selecting po-

sition i as the reference position, one can collect the sim-

ilarities of all positions to position i and form an attention

map si for that position. The attention map si represents the

degree to which position i attends to each position j in the

input. A higher value for position j on si means position i

attends more to position j. In dot-product attention, every

position i has such an attention map si, which the mecha-

nism uses to aggregate the values V to produce the output

at position i.

In contrast, efficient attention does not generate an atten-

tion map for each position. Instead, it interprets the keys

K ∈ R
n×dk as dk attention maps kT

j . Each kT

j is a global

attention map that does not correspond to any specific po-

sition. Instead, each of them corresponds to a semantic as-

pect of the entire input. For example, one such attention

map might cover the persons in the input. Another might

correspond to the background. Section 6 gives several con-

crete examples. Efficient attention uses each kT

j to aggre-

gate the values V and produce a global context vector gj .

Since kT

j describes a global, semantic aspect of the input,

gj also summarizes a global, semantic aspect of the in-

put. Then, position i uses qi as a set of coefficients over

g0, g1, . . . , gdk−1. Using the previous example, a person

pixel might place a large weight on the global context vector

for persons to refine its representation. A pixel at the bound-

ary of an object might have large weights on the global con-

text vectors for both the object and the background to en-

hance the contrast.

3.5. Efficiency advantage

This section analyzes the efficiency advantage of effi-

cient attention over dot-product attention in memory and

computation. The reason behind the efficiency advantage

is that efficient attention does not compute a similarity be-

tween each pair of positions, which would occupy O(n2)
memory and require O(dkn

2) computation to generate. In-

stead, it only generates dk global context vectors in R
dv .

This change eliminates the O(n2) terms from both the

memory and computational complexities of the module.

Consequently, efficient attention has O(dn + d2) mem-

Figure 2. Resource requirements under different input sizes.

The blue and orange bars depict the resource requirements of the

efficient attention and non-local modules, respectively. The calcu-

lation assumes d = dv = 2dk = 64. This is a typical setting of

self-attention for computer vision. The figure is in log scale.

ory and O(d2n) computational complexities, assuming the

common setting of dv = d, dk = d
2

. Table 1 shows com-

plexity formulae of the efficient attention module and the

non-local module (using dot-product attention) in detail. In

computer vision, this complexity difference is substantial.

Firstly, the input size n is quadratic in image side length

and often very large in practice. Secondly, dk is a parameter

of the module, which the designer of a network can tune to

meet different resource requirements. Section 4.2.2 shows

that, within a reasonable range, this parameter has minimal

impact on performance. This result means that an efficient

attention module can typically have a small dk, which fur-

ther increases its efficiency advantage over dot-product at-

tention.

The rest of this section will give several concrete exam-

ples comparing the resource demands of the efficient atten-

tion and non-local modules. Figure 2 compares their re-

source consumption for image features with different sizes.

Directly substituting the non-local module on the 64 × 64
feature map in SAGAN [28] yields a 17-time saving of

memory and 33-time saving of computation. The gap

widens rapidly with the increase of the input size. For a

256 × 256 feature map, a non-local module would require

impractical amounts of memory (17.2 GB) and computation

(413 GMACC). With the same input size, an efficient atten-

tion module uses 1/257 the memory and 1/513 the compu-

tation. The difference is more prominent for 3D features.

For a tiny 28× 28× 4 feature volume, an efficient attention

module uses less than 1/10 the memory and computation in

comparison to a non-local module. On a larger 64×64×32
feature volume, a non-local module requires 513 times the

memory and 1025 times the computation of an efficient at-

tention module.

4. Experiments on the MS-COCO task suite

This section presents comparison experiments on the

MS-COCO 2017 dataset for object detection and instance



Table 1. Comparison of resource usage of the efficient attention and non-local modules. This table assumes that dv = d, dk = d

2
,

which is a common setting in the literature for dot-product attention

Metric Efficient attention module Non-local module

Memory (floats) 4dn+ d2

2
4dn+ n2

Computation (MACC) (6d2 + d)n (4d2 + d)n+ 3dn2

Memory complexity O(dn+ d2) O(dn+ n2)
Comp. complexity O(d2n) O(d2n+ dn2)

segmentation. The baseline is a ResNet-50 Mask R-CNN

with a 5-level feature pyramid [15]. More architectural de-

tails are in Appendix A. The backbones initialize from Im-

ageNet pretrainings. All other modules use random initial-

ization. All models trained for 24 epochs on 32 NVIDIA

TITAN Xp GPUs. The batch size is 64. The learning rate is

1.25×10−4 at the beginning of training and drops by a fac-

tor of 10 at the start of the 18th and 21st epochs. The experi-

ments by default use softmax normalization, dk = dv = 64,

and reprojection to the original number of channels.

4.1. Comparison experiments

4.1.1 Comparison with the non-local module

Table 2 reports the comparison against the non-local

module. Efficient attention achieves substantially better

performance-cost trade-off. As rows res3 to fpn5 show, in-

serting an efficient attention module or a non-local module

at the same location in a network has nearly identical ef-

fects on the performance, while efficient attention uses or-

ders of magnitude less resources. Rows res3-4+fpn3-5 and

res3-4+fpn1-5 show that under the same resource cap (TI-

TAN Xp GPU, 12 GB VRAM), efficient attention achieves

significantly better performance. Note that res3-4+fpn3-5

is the best configuration that fits in memory for non-local

modules. Further inserting non-local modules to fpn1 or

fpn2 would require gigabytes of memory per example.

4.1.2 Comparison with competing methods

Table 3 shows the comparison of absolute performance and

performance improvement with competing approaches on

MS-COCO 2017 object detection and instance segmenta-

tion. EA models has the highest performance and perfor-

mance improvement in all settings while using the least re-

sources. Note that EA’s baseline models are significantly

stronger, which make the improvements more valuable.

4.2. Ablation studies

4.2.1 Attention normalization

These experiments empirically compared the two methods

Section 3.2 specified, namely scaling and softmax normal-

ization. Table 4 reports the experimental outcomes. The

results demonstrate that the effectiveness does not depend

on the specific normalization method. Following [23], all

other experiments used softmax normalization.

4.2.2 Dimensionality of the keys

These experiments tested the impact of the dimensionality

of the keys on the effect of efficient attention. As in Table

5, decreasing the dimensionality of the keys from 128 to

32 caused minimal accuracy change. This result reinforces

the hypothesis in Section 1 that most attention maps are ex-

pressible as linear combinations of a limited set of template

attention maps. Therefore, researchers can reduce the di-

mensionality of the keys and queries in efficient attention

modules to further save resources.

5. Experiments on other tasks

5.1. Stereo depth estimation

The experiments on efficient attention for stereo depth

estimation used the Scene Flow dataset, a large-scale syn-

thesized dataset with 39824 stereo frame pairs. The base-

line is PSMNet [4], a clean model with near state-of-the-art

performance. The experiments empirically determined the

optimal hyperparamters, which significantly outperform the

setting in [4] (batch size is 24, learning rate is 2 × 10−3,

training length is 100 epochs, and the rest is the same as

in [4]), as in Table 7. On top of the strong baseline, in-

serting an efficient attention module after the last 3D hour-

glass leads to further improvement and achieves a new state-

of-the-art. In comparison, inserting a non-local module at

the same place would require an astronomical 9.68 TB of

memory, prohibiting any attempt to verify its effectiveness.

Table 8 compares EA-PSMNet with other state-of-the-art

approaches and shows that it substantially outperforms all

competing methods.

5.2. Temporal action localization

This section presents experiments for temporal action lo-

calization on the THUMOS14 [12] dataset. The baseline is

R-C3D [25]. The experiment added two efficient attention

modules after res3 and res4 in the ResNet-50 backbone. Ta-



Table 2. Comparison between the efficient attention and non-local modules on MS-COCO 2017 object detection and instance

segmentation. Box, mask, mem., and comp. stand for box AP, mask AP, memory (in bytes), and computation (in MACC), respectively.

Mem. and comp. only count the attention module(s). res{x} and fpn{x} indicate inserting attention modules after the x-th ResBlock group

or FPN level x, respectively. res{x-y} and fpn{x-y} similarly mean inserting after every ResBlock group or FPN level within the range

[x, y]

EA module Non-local module

Layer(s) Box Mask Mem. Comp. Box Mask Mem. Comp. Input size

None 39.4 35.1 0 0 39.4 35.1 0 0 N/A

res3 40.2 36.0 41.3 M 1.21 G 40.3 35.9 122 M 3.74 G 56× 80
res4 40.2 35.9 19.5 M 596 M 40.1 36.0 24.5 M 748 M 28× 40
fpn1 39.9 35.8 220 M 5.28 G OOM OOM 20.8 G 662 G 224× 320
fpn2 39.7 35.7 55.1 M 1.32 G OOM OOM 1.34 G 42.3 G 112× 160
fpn3 39.7 35.5 13.8 M 330 M 39.8 35.5 94.0 M 2.86 G 56× 80
fpn4 39.7 35.4 3.46 M 82.6 M 39.5 35.3 8.46 M 234 M 28× 40
fpn5 39.6 35.3 877 K 20.6 M 39.4 35.2 1.17 M 28.4 M 14× 20

res3-4+fpn3-5 40.6 36.2 78.9 M 2.24 G 40.7 36.3 250 M 7.62 G N/A

res3-4+fpn1-5 41.2 36.7 354 M 8.85 G OOM OOM 22.4 G 712 G N/A

Table 3. Comparison vs. competing methods on MS-COCO 2017 object detection and instance segmentation. For each model,

the number outside the parentheses is the AP, and the number inside is the AP improvement over baseline. The table reports number

of parameters and amount of computation as a percentage increase over the baseline Mask R-CNN. The team obtained these metrics

by measuring the official open-source implementations of [29, 27]. The table does not report results for CGNL with ResNet-101 and

ResNeXt-101 since [27] did not report such results. The Table omits parameters and computation for instance segmentation since all

methods modified the backbone, which the bounding box and the instance mask branches share. Therefore, the table reports the total

parameter and computation change only in the rows for object detection to avoid repetition

AP type Method ResNet-50 ResNet-101 ResNeXt-101 Parameters Computation

Box EA (+1.8) 41.2 (+1.8) 43.1 (+1.4) 44.9 +2.9% +5.3%

LatentGNN [29] (+1.7) 39.5 (+1.5) 41.0 (+1.1) 43.2 +11.1% +7.6%

CGNL [27] (+1.2) 35.7 - - +21.7% +5.7%

Mask EA (+1.6) 36.7 (+1.3) 37.9 (+1.0) 39.5 - -

LatentGNN [29] (+1.2) 35.4 (+1.3) 37.2 (+1.0) 38.8 - -

CGNL [27] (+0.8) 31.2 - - - -

Table 4. Experiments on attention normalization methods on

MS-COCO 2017 object detection and instance segmentation.

Experiments inserted efficient attention modules at fpn1-5

Method Box AP Mask AP

Scaling 40.2 35.9

Softmax 40.2 36.0

ble 6 presents the results. At the table shows, efficient atten-

tion substantially improved the performance for this task.

6. Visualization

Figure 3 shows visualization of the global attention maps

for various examples from the efficient attention module at

fpn1 in the model corresponding to the last row in Table 2.

The figure illustrates 3 sets of global attention maps each

Table 5. Experiments on the dimensionality of the keys on MS-

COCO 2017 object detection and instance segmentation. Ex-

periments inserted efficient attention modules at res3-4+fpn3-5

dk Box AP Mask AP

32 40.4 36.1

64 40.6 36.2

128 40.3 36.1

with a distinct, semantic focus. Column 2 tends to capture

the foreground, column 3 tends to capture the core parts

of objects, and column 4 tends to capture the peripheral of

objects. The semantic distinctiveness of each set of global

attention maps supports the analysis in Section 1 that the

attention maps are linear combinations of a set of template

attention maps each focusing on a semantically significant



Table 6. Experiments on THUMOS14 temporal action localization. mAP@x stands for mean average precision at IoU threshold x. EA

R-C3D is this paper’s model. Both models used ResNet-50 as the backbone

Model mAP@0.1 mAP@0.2 mAP@0.3 mAP@0.4 mAP@0.5 mAP@0.6 mAP@0.7

R-C3D 54.2 54.1 50.0 45.6 37.3 29.2 18.5

EA R-C3D 60.3 59.8 56.8 51.3 43.4 33.2 21.8

Table 7. Experiments on Scene Flow stereo depth estimation.

EPE stands for end-point error and is lower the better. EA-PSMNet

is this paper’s model. OOM indicates out of memory. Memory

only counts the attention module

Model EPE Memory

PSMNet (original) 1.09 0

PSMNet (baseline) 0.51 0

EA-PSMNet 0.48 796 MB

Nonlocal-PSMNet OOM 9.68 TB

Table 8. Comparison with the state-of-the-art on Scene Flow

stereo depth estimation. EPE stands for end-point error and is

lower the better. EA-PSMNet is this paper’s model

Model EPE

iResNet-i2 [17] 1.40

EdgeStereo [21] 1.12

PSMNet [4] 1.09

CSPN [5] 0.78

LEAStereo [6] 0.78

EA-PSMNet 0.48

Figure 3. Visualization of global attention maps. The left-most

column displays 4 images from MS-COCO 2017. The other three

columns show three of the corresponding global attention maps

from the efficient attention module at FPN level 1 for each respec-

tive example.

area.

7. Conclusion

This paper has presented the efficient attention mech-

anism, an attention mechanism that is quadratically more

memory- and computationally-efficient than the widely

adopted dot-product attention mechanism. By dramatically

reducing the resource usage, efficient attention enables a

large number of new use cases of attention, particularly in

domains with tight resource constraints or large inputs.

The experiments verified its effectiveness on four distinct

tasks, object detection, instance segmentation, and stereo

depth estimation. It brought significant improvement for

each task. On object detection and stereo depth estimation,

efficient attention-augmented models have set new states-

of-the-art. Besides the tasks this paper evaluated efficient

attention on, it has promising potential in other fields where

attention has demonstrated effectiveness. These fields in-

clude generative adversarial image modeling [28, 2] and

most tasks in natural language processing [22, 19, 7, 20].

Future plans include generalizing efficient attention to these

fields, as well as other fields where the prohibitive costs

have been preventing the application of attention.
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A. Architecture details for experiments on MS-

COCO 2017

Table 9 details the architecture the experiments used on

MS-COCO 2017.

B. Fine-grain metrics for experiments on MS-

COCO 2017

Table 10 presents fine-grain object detection metrics on

MS-COCO 2017. Table 11 presents find-grain instance seg-

mentation metrics on MS-COCO 2017.



Table 9. Architecture details for experiments on MS-COCO 2017 object detection and instance segmentation. This table assumes

the backbone architecture is ResNet-50. For ResNet-101 and ResNeXt-101, the only difference will be the number of ResBlocks in each

ResBlock group (res1-4) and/or the type of the blocks (ResNeXtBlock (32x4d) instead of ResBlock)

Block Type Input Output size

input Input N/A 896× 1280
conv1 Conv 3× 3 input 448× 640
maxpool Maxpool 2× 2 conv1 224× 320

res1 ResBlock × 3 maxpool 224× 320
res2 ResBlock × 4 res1 112× 160
res3 ResBlock × 6 res2 56× 80
res4 ResBlock × 3 res3 28× 40

fpn5 conv 3× 3 res4 14× 20
fpn4 conv 3× 3 res4 + fpn5 (upsampled) 28× 40
fpn3 conv 3× 3 res3 + fpn4 (upsampled) 56× 80
fpn2 conv 3× 3 res2 + fpn3 (upsampled) 112× 160
fpn1 conv 3× 3 res1 + fpn2 (upsampled) 224× 320

rpn RPN fpn1-4 N/A

roi RoI Align fpn1-4 N/A

Table 10. Fine-grain metrics for experiments on MS-COCO 2017 object detection. +n NL means adding n non-local [23] blocks to the

backbone and FPN. +n EA means adding n EA modules to the backbone and FPN. OOM indicates out-of-memory errors

Backbone AP AP-50 AP-75 AP-small AP-medium AP-large

ResNet-50 39.4 60.6 42.8 24.7 43.0 50.9

+1 NL 40.3 61.9 43.6 24.3 43.8 52.2

+1 EA 40.2 61.9 43.6 24.9 44.0 51.5

+5 NL 40.7 62.1 44.2 25.3 44.5 52.0

+5 EA 40.6 62.8 44.2 25.0 44.6 52.3

+7 NL OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM

+7 EA 41.2 62.7 44.8 25.8 44.9 52.5

ResNeXt-101 43.5 65.4 47.5 27.0 47.9 55.3

+7 EA 44.9 66.8 48.7 27.1 49.1 57.6

Table 11. Fine-grain metrics for experiments on MS-COCO 2017 instance segmentation. +n NL means adding n non-local [23] blocks

to the backbone and FPN. +n EA means adding n EA modules to the backbone and FPN. OOM indicates out-of-memory errors

Backbone AP AP-50 AP-75 AP-small AP-medium AP-large

ResNet-50 35.1 57.0 37.2 19.9 38.1 47.7

+1 NL 35.9 58.2 38.1 20.9 39.2 47.9

+1 EA 36.0 58.0 38.3 20.3 39.0 47.9

+5 NL 36.3 59.4 38.5 19.7 39.8 50.4

+5 EA 36.2 59.2 38.2 19.9 39.9 49.4

+7 NL OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM OOM

+7 EA 36.7 59.1 39.2 21.6 40.2 48.6

ResNeXt-101 38.5 61.8 41.0 21.7 42.5 51.7

+7 EA 39.3 63.0 42.0 22.6 43.0 52.4


